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Produced by Cynthia Frank; Photography by Douglas Friedman Come for perennial sunshine, stay for perfectly designed spaces. Byrdie uses cookies to provide you with a great user experience. By using Byrdie, you accept the use of our cookies. Cream POE, a new skincare company out of Venice
created by jewelry designer Danielle Birrittella and mother Sheri Poe, has two lines - one preventive, one restorative - for daughters and mothers, respectively. The jewel of the service, part of the preventive line, is copper mineral moisturizer, a feather formula, quickly absorbed with copper, zinc and
magnesium. $58, poeskin.com Photo: Shutterstock Beauty isn't necessarily about your fashion sense. As the saying goes, beauty comes from within. After we get to know you, we'll be able to tell you exactly how beautiful you are. Will you exceed your own standards of beauty? We think there is a good
chance that you will. From rainbows to waterfalls, the world is full of beautiful things. However, very few of them are as beautiful as the human spirit. As we go through this test, we will ask a series of questions designed to learn both your inner beauty and your external beauty. The way you answer our
questions will tell us where you fall on the scale of beauty. You don't need to have a potential runway model to take this test. We believe that beauty goes deeper than our outer shell, and it is our duty to fill you with the most beautiful things that you port in yourself. Our questions will both make you giggle
and provoke your thoughts, but it's up to you to decide which best answer represents you. How beautiful are you? We're betting that it's a lot! Let's find out for sure. PERSONALITY Spiritual Animals represent your stylish personality? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY Take This Quiz and We'll Guess
Your Most Beautiful Trait 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY Tell Us About Your Personality, and We'll Match You To Your Ideal Haircut 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY What Hairstyle Best Match Your Personality 5 Minutes Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY Is Your Signature Look Cute , hot or
gorgeous? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY Which hair color really highlights your personality? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY Which hairstyle reflects your inner Greek goddess? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY which hairstyle best flatters your face? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY
Which tattoo fits your inner goddess? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY Which crazy tattoo fits your personality? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min How much do you know about dinosaurs? What is an octane rating? And how do you use a proper nod? Luckily for you, HowStuffWorks Play is here to help. Our
award-winning website provides good explanations understand how the world works. From fun quizzes that bring fun to your day, to fascinating photography and fascinating lists, HowStuffWorks Play offers something for everyone. Sometimes we explain how the tool works, other than we ask you, but we
always discover in the name of pleasure! Because learning is fun, so stick with us! Playing puzzles is free! We send quiz questions and personality tests every week to your inbox. By clicking Subscribe, you agree to our privacy policy and confirm that you are 13 years of age or older. Copyright © 2020
InfoSpace Holdings, LLC, a System1 Company The Fault In Our Stars was famous for making many people cry, but the film's sweet sadness did not end at the box office: The music video for Birdy's contribution to the TFiOS soundtrack was officially released. And yes, it's a nice place to spend a few
minutes of your time. The Fault In Our Stars soundtrack came out about a month ago and quickly rose to success, even beating the never-ending Disney juggernaut Frozen. It may be that the offense finally put them on the Illuminati's hit list, but if that's the case, it hasn't taken effect yet. How can it, really,
with people like Ed Sheeran and Birdy around to remind the Illuminati of Fault In Our Stars their obsession? (Sheeran's All Of the Stars, in case you cried too loud to hear, played on the film's credits.) This song, Not About Angels, plays at a particularly vulnerable spot in the film, (spoiler alert) as soon as
people leave Augustus' funeral. With lyrics like Don't give me up/Don't give... me up, it's pretty heartbreaking. Birdy, like Sarah McLachlan before her, also has a perfect voice to give that gut punch. Especially for verses like this: How unfair, it's just our love Find something that's really out of touch But if
you want to search the world wide you'll dare to let it go? You can watch the video for the song below:If you want to cry more, here's Bon Iver's cover of Skinny Love:Photo: Birdy/Youtube Aimee Song, otherwise known as her pseudonym, Song of Style, which has built a career both literally and literally.
An interior architect and commercial designer, Song balanced a technical job of the day while running a successful blog. Managing style photos and concept floor plans requires a reasonable amount of hustle, which she knows all too well– she's constantly on the move, often flying around to investigate
new grounds, get inspired and build her brand. With regular mileage and multiple passport stamps, it's a fair assumption that she has packed her beauty products down to a science. And after exchanging emails with bloggers and designers, it turned out we were right. Below, Song outlined the essentials
for his trip, packing hacks and portable. I packed all my liquid and breaker in a separate waterproof bag to avoid spills, explains Song. It always helps keep people in separate small bags so that nothing is loose in my luggage. I also have a small secret: I remove the lid and put a small layer of wrap around
the opening of each bottle and then summarize it. Believe me, this will save your life! I also recommend leaving the room in your suitcase you test and buy local products! Some find my new favorite beauty has come from visiting foreign places and discovering the products and ingredients they cherish. I
always travel with a small tube of Aquaphor (especially since I have eczema), an eye cream (like Laura Mercier's Tone Perfecting Eye Gel Crème, $98, which is more nice because it's actually cooling), and a dust bronzer on my face to fake a tan when I arrive somewhere tropical Song says. I was recently
in Ethiopia with charity water and knew I would need to fight dryness, so I'm sure to pack my colored moisturizer to make sure I've got a hydrated base. It also has SPF in it, so it's one of my most important steps. I checked my full size products and anything I didn't need in or immediately after my flight,
she explained. I always keep myself a great moisturizer, concealer, and highlighter—so I look a little more alert after a long flight—and a bright lipstick. I'll be in Korea soon for my book launch and I'll be packing my editorial Eye Palette Intense Clays from Laura Mercier. It's my new obsession and will give
me that smoky, sultry eye look I like for evening events. Also, the plane can be very dry, so I always make sure to have lip balm with me for continuous application. This is the only way I can avoid cracking my lips and make sure my lipstick goes smoothly. Open image: @songofstyle price has been edited
for the content. Next, we had French bloggers share their most kept beauty secrets. Get a scroll! Owls are famous for their late-night hootenannies, but a lot of other birds croon by moonlight, too. In fact, ecosystems around the planet hosting a surprising variety of nightbirds - from nightingales and
mockingbirds to corncrakes, potoos and whip-poor-wills - have voices that can be as haunting as any hoot from an owl. Most birds have been serenading the night since pre-history, and arias after their darkness are now mostly in nature's sunset-to-dawn soundtrack. If not for night birds, the evening's
national anthem in many places may be less than traffic noise and crickets. There is nothing against crickets - they are talented musicians, too. But while crickets specialize in droning the soundtrack, many night birds are scene thieves. Without daytime cacophony to compete with, they are free to break
the relative silence of the night with every bubbly whistle, ethereal trill or demonic shriek. Like owls, these birds are often heard, not seen. That can make them difficult to identify, especially those with large and varied repertoire. If you're fascinated by a hidden minstrel on a camping trip - or maybe
bemused by an outside of your bedroom window - here are a few clues to help you identify the turmeric Renee Grayson / Flickr / CC BY 2.0 It's 1 a.m. Can there really be a dozen birds singing in your backyard? Maybe, but are they performing one at a time? And do you live in North America? If so, they
are probably a single northern mockingbird, most, polyglottos, looking for love. The Northern Mockingbird is one of Earth's best mimids - a family of New World birds known for their exotic imitation skills. They often imitate birds such as jays, orioles and hawks, but they mimic fullness, and sometimes
branch out to repeat other familiar sounds, from frog cylinths to human creaking doors and car alarms. A mockingbird can learn 200 songs in its life, which males arrange on the seasonal set list for autumn or spring. (Both sexes play, but males are often more visible.) While they are not exactly nodly, uns
paired males can hear 24 hours a day during the 2016 arising season - spring to early summer - especially during a full moon. Unlike many night singers, northern mockingbirds are not shy, often choosing visible birds such as tall twigs, posts or wires. They are not difficult to identify with the eyes,
especially if you can see long tails and patches of white wings. Relying on sound may be more complicated, but here's an example of a late-night mockingbird revue in Virginia: Andreas Haller/Shutterstock Many consider the best nightingale songs produced by any bird, the UK charity Wildscreen writes,
with mellow phrases, flute-like strings or rich, high-quality notes blended into powerful ballads. Nightingales have long served as literary icons for writers such as Homer, Ovid, Chaucer and Shakespeare, and in British Victoria, outdoor parties are sometimes held just to hear them sing. It migrates from
April to July throughout North Africa, Europe, the Middle East and Central Asia, then migrates to tropical areas of Africa in winter. It is notoriously shy, and tends to singer from the safety of dense bushes or bushes. Only male nightingales sing - they can master more than 200 different songs - and those
performed on spring and summer nights are bachelors hoping to woo a mate. Popular nightingales were once common in the UK, but they were badly affected by habitat loss, with uk numbers falling by 57% between 1995 and 2009. However, they are still abundant elsewhere, with 41 million adults in
Europe and 81 million across the Old World. Here's a clip of a singing at night in Germany: Dominic Sherony/Flickr/CC BY-SA 2.0 Like the Old World nightingale, the East American whip-poor will long have inspired humans with its noc night opera. Many poets, authors, filmmakers and musicians have
featured its name and/or call in their work, including Washington Irving, H.P. Lovecraft, Robert Frost, William Faulkner, Frank Capra and Hank Williams, to name a few. And for anyone who hears a soulful song of whip-poor-will flowing through a forest, it's little wonder why this bird is a mascot of American
summer nights. In spring and summer, whip-poor-wills feed in deciduous or mixed forests throughout the Eastern United States and southern Canada. They secretly sleep on the ground during the day, where their fur blends with leaf litter, then venture out to eat insects at dusk and on moonlit nights.
Theirs is onomatopoeia (ambiguous) for their call, which males sometimes repeat for hours during the reproduction season. The song seems to go on endlessly, according to the Audubon Society, which noted that a patient observer once counted 1,088 whip-poor-wills launched quickly without a break.



Here's a recorded example in western Vermont: In addition to the whip-poor-willed east, North America is also home to a number of related species such as chuck-will's-widow, popular nighthawk and Mexican whip-poor-will. These are all part of a larger family of birds called nightjars, consisting of dozens
of noc nightlife species around the world. Francesco Veronesi / Flickr / CC BY-SA 2.0 In the rainforests from southeastern Mexico to Bolivia, the rest of the night is periodically disrupted by a slow, guttural moan, kind of like an angry cat. This is the call of a large potoo, one of seven species of potoo*, all of
which feed on nomed insects from neotropics. It hides in trees during the day, using ridiculously good camouflage to mimic broken branches. Despite its similarity to owls, it belongs to another group of birds called caprimulgiformes, along with whip-poor-wills and other nightjars. The big potoo vocalizes
mostly on moonlit nights, producing a s pretty big, gruff BUAAaa at good distances, according to animal ite Steven Hilty. This short call may not be a song in the technical sense, but it is still a unique example of how exotic enchanting night birds can be. Listen to yourself in this video from Brazil: Not to
dwell too long on potoos, but it's worth seven seconds to hear a very different, sounding member of this exotic bird family. Potoo popularity makes one of the most beautiful obsessive sounds of the American tropics, according to the Cornell Lab of Ornithology, and it deserves a wild card place on this list:
Alastair Rae/Flickr/CC BY-SA 2.0 robins Europe tends to hold a territory, and thus keep singing, all year round. They are not natural at night, but they adapt well to the sunset, so they also tend to be the first birds to sing at dawn and finally stop after sunset. And since their timing is largely based on the
level of light, robins can easily be fooled by electric lights. In fact, robins are the most common night-time singing bird in British towns and gardens, the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB) writes, commenting that sleepless robins in the UK are often confused with night sales. Similar night
singing has also been reported in other non-nosed species such as blackbirds, but it seems to be particularly common among European robins. As biosyntheist Davide Dominoni told the BBC in 2015, urban lights can convince robins that daytime never ends - and their extra singing isn't necessarily
harmless. Singing is a costly act; it takes energy, he said. So by increasing their song output, there may be some energy costs. Reducing light pollution can help although research has found daytime city noise can also drive robins to At night. Here's what a European robin of the song sounds like:
Szymon Bartosz/Shutterstock Many reeds and sedge stings sing extensively during the night during the 2016 arising season, the RSPB writes, referring to a variety of species in the genus Acrocephalus. These small insectident songbirds range from Western Europe and Africa across Asia and Oceania,
and some live as far east as Hawaii and Kiribati. A widespread species, large reed stings, igrates throughout continental Europe and Asia during spring and summer, then migrates to sub-Saharan Africa for winter. Males attract females with a powerful song that lasts anywhere from 20 seconds to 20
minutes non-stop, and can be heard up to 450 meters (about 1,500 feet) away. Here's a clip of a nighttime singing in a Japanese wetland, recorded in June 2015: simonrumi/Flickr/Public Domain Herons living on every continent but Antarctica, often hunting small aquatic animals near wetlands or water
sources. At least 65 species are recognized worldwide, some of which have night vision good enough to continue hunting after sunset. However, for the seven species, noc nightlife has been so profitable, they are now predominantly noc nightlife, form a diverse, international group of birds called noc
nightfish. Night herons are small by Heron's standards, but that doesn't seem to hinder their hunting skills. One of the most famous species is the early black night lynx, a widespread opportunity-eating species throughout North America (including most of the United States) as well as South America,
Africa, and Eurasia. It can live in a variety of wetlands, nesting in colonies but often forages alone. Its staccato calls are not exactly songs, but they still add a spooky atmosphere to its habitat after dark, from various cies and barks to a loud kwok! often heard at dusk or overnight: Alba Casals
Mitja/Shutterstock The Eurasian nightjar is an iconic voice of summer evenings across Europe, North Africa and Asia. Like whip-poor-wills and other nightjars, it follows the order of birds called caprimulgiformes, derived from the Latin word for goat sucker. An ancient myth suggests nightjars steal goat's
milk at night, but they don't. The trust seems to come from the wide mouth of birds and feeding habits near cattle grazing animals. Nightjars actually use their wide mouths to eat insects, and to track - mostly around dusk and dawn, according to the RSPB, but also sometimes overnight. From nightjar refers
to large calls or churring of men, which can contain up to 1,900 individual notes per minute. Here's a 10-second example: Rails is a diverse family of ground-living birds, native to a variety of habitats on every continent except Antarctica. special no-night noise. About the size of a rat, small black railroads
live in coastal swamps in scattered parts of the Americas, with populations concentrated in California, the U.S. Gulf Coast, the and Chile. It is secretive and rarely seen, but is often heard at night with a ki-ki-doo pipe call. Above is an example from Port Aransas, Texas. This list is just a small sample of
birds that make noise at night. Around the world, many other species also live by moonlight, devouring no night or making subtle sounds while migrating after dark. Dark.
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